”Easier positioning for
patients and physicians”
Talking Sonesta chairs with Barb Brown,
Nurse at Urocare Associates
Which model of the Sonesta chair are you using?
I am using the Sonesta 6202 chair.
For which patient situation are you using the Sonesta chair?
We use the Sonesta chair in our office for multiple reasons, for example:
Cystoscopies, Urodynamic procedure, Botox injections, Pelvic Floor
Rehab, difficult catheter changes, in office stent removal and occasional
biopsy.
How many patients in a typical week are using the Sonesta
chair?
The chair is used on a daily basis. This depends on the number of
procedures scheduled. This will vary among the patient flow of each
individual office.
What are some of the benefits of having a Sonesta chair?
Easier positioning for patients and physicians during procedures.
What do you like the most of the characteristics of a Sonesta
chair when using it?
Getting the patient prepped/positioned in the Sonesta chair is a lot less
difficult for the staff and the patient than using a regular examination
table due to easy chair adjustments. For example, difficult catheter
changes on elderly patients are much easier to do on the Sonesta chair
due to the easy and multiple adjustment capabilities that chair has.

If you could change or add anything to the chair what would that
be?
We like everything about the Sonesta chair, but if I had to find a fault I
would make an easier adjustment for the foot pedals.*
If you had to describe the Sonesta chair to someone what would
you say?
The Sonesta chair is a great examination table that can be used for
multiple purposes and is made to fit a variety of patients and easy to
use.
What would you share with another nurse about the chair and its
benefits if asked how can I Justify the cost?
The Sonesta chair has been beneficial for our office. The chair is
used daily and provides comfort to the patient and the provider for
performance for minor procedures. The chair is easy to use and it has
been a positive purchase for our office.
* Barb has been notified that if she uses a lubricating spray once a week this
will make the movement of the foot rests easier.

Do you think there is any time saving factors by using a Sonesta
chair?
The chair can be adjusted easily to fit everyone’s body and with this
chair usually only one medical staff member is needed whereas using
a regular examination table you may need multiple staff members to
assist for comfort ability and access to the patient.
Will the chair make the procedure more tolerable/acceptable to
the patient?
Yes, everyone has a different build and with the capability to adjust the
chair to patient’s comfort will make the procedure go smoother.
Will the use of the Sonesta chair make the procedure easier for
you and your staff to perform?
Yes, the Sonesta chair makes procedures easier to perform due to the
capability of adjusting the table into multiple positions which makes it
easier for patient and medical provider.
What is your favorite feature of the Sonesta chair?
Easy positioning and the capability of seat exchange for multiple
procedures.

The Sonesta 6202 chair is used daily at Urocare Associates.
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